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How are organizational characteristics of staff diversity
and equity orientation consequential to positive early
workplace experiences of non-dominant youth of color?
How should these characteristics be taken into account
when brokering learning opportunities into such settings?
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Abstract Central to the Learning Sciences is an interest in promoting cross-setting learning (Penuel, Clark
& Bevan, 2016), including early workforce settings. This study conceptualizes “brokering pre- professional
learning opportunities” as a practice that goes beyond facilitating access across settings to include concerns
about when, exactly, an opportunity is “safe enough” as a fundamental question when connecting youth to
opportunity. Utilizing a design-based research approach, we report results of an organizational ‘vetting’ routine
used to assess companies being considered as work-placement sites for youth of color. Our findings confirm that
characteristics of staff diversity and equity orientation of work-placement organizations can support or hinder
positive learning outcomes. However, we also found that both strengths and limitations of placement
companies in terms of diversity and equity, in concert with other supportive factors, can be productive
resources within the context of future goal setting for youth of color. We close with implications for researchers
and designers interested in promoting equity-oriented cross-setting learning.

Context & Method

Hive NYC Learning Network &
Hive Research Lab Research-Practice
Partnership (RPP)

RPP General Problem of Practice:
Brokering Future Learning
Opportunities Across Settings

RPP Co-design Structure:
Design Partners & Working Group

“Mozilla Hive NYC Learning Network is a city-wide laboratory where educators,
technologists and mentors design innovative, connected educational experiences for youth.
Together, these institutions create an ecosystem of opportunities for young people to
explore their interests and develop key 21st-century skills.”
- HiveNYC.org, March 2014

SOW’s Focal Problem of Practice
for Design-Based Research
Identify internship-placement sites in
the creative sector that will provide
productive early workplace
experiences for youth of color.

Theoretical model of brokering future learning opportunities, co-developed through a
participatory knowledge building process between researchers and practitioners connected
to the Hive NYC Learning Network. (See Ching, Santo, Hoadley & Peppler, 2016)

Left: Hive NYC member
organizations as of March
2014. Right: Hive NYC
homepage and photos of
Hive programs. Below: Hive
NYC, Hive HQ and Hive
Research Lab Partnership
Model.

Arduino
microcontroller
+ Processing coding
+ Game design
+ Skateboarding

Research on summer youth
internship pilot:
Interviews and field
observations focused on
understanding focal youth and
workplace supervisors
throughout 6-week pilot

DBR Intervention:
SOW’s “Vetting Routine” to
identify productive work
placement partners along a
number of dimensions.

Findings

Right: Rubric of
organizational
characteristics used by
Scope of Work to “vet”
potential internship
placement sites.

Implications

Confirmatory Results - Relative “safety” of a company impacts productive early workplace learning outcomes
Mateo: “It’s cool to see that you don’t have to change”
Mateo was a 18 year old from the Bronx and
identified as a Dominican-American man.
Having graduated high school in the Spring
prior to fellowship, he described himself as a
“sneakerhead”, with interests in graphic
design, social media marketing, and business.
He’d enrolled in community college to study
industrial design starting in the Fall following
the fellowship. Through SOW, he was placed
at a small design firm, Relative Abundance,
that focused on creative design projects for
both big brands as well as community-based
initiatives.

Sean: “There sure is not a
culture fit.”
Sean was a 20 year old from the Bronx, and
identified as a Liberian and PanamanianAmerican man. At the time of the pilot, he
had taken a hiatus from his undergraduate
studies. His interests included music, media
production, writing and poetry. Sean work
placement site was at Free Records, a hip
hop and electronic music record label.

“Rob impressed me right away. His realness.
Because like when I first started learning about
business, I had this image of a CEO. In a
corporate building, with a suit on, and you know,
like bougie [short for ‘bourgeois’], like ‘don’t talk
to me you peasant!’ [jokingly]. So then when I talk
to him... he listens to rap music, I listen to rap
music, he plays basketball, I play basketball. It’s
cool to see that you don’t have to change, and
be some type of robot to be successful.”

Confirmatory Conclusion:
Workplace strengths, in this case
racially diverse organizational
leadership, can contribute to positive
outcomes for youth of color, in this
case, shifted conceptions regarding
ethnic diversity and professional
success.

“There sure is not a culture fit. Cause the lifestyles
which they live I can't relate to, at all, you know what I
mean? There's no way I could relate to that. I come
from a harder background, I never really had much.
As a kid, my mom never gave me more than $20,
ever. I never had the feeling of an allowance. So the
things they talk about sometimes, I'm like that's cool,
but I can't really relate. So it's easy to jump into a
conversation where you can relate, but if you can't
relate how are you going to jump into the
conversation? “

Confirmatory Conclusion:
Workplace limitations, in this case
socio-economically homogeneous staff
can contribute to negative outcomes
for youth of color, in this case,
challenges in forming positive
relationships during an early work
experience.

Unanticipated Results – Relative “lack of safety” can be leveraged for productive future goal setting for youth
Eve: “My voice and the work I want to do is
not for them.”
“I wouldn't stay here for long, though. I want to be able to focus on
Eve was a 19 year old from Brooklyn
and identified as an African-American
and Dominican-American woman. At
the time of the fellowship, she had
just completed her sophomore year at
a well known design college where
she majored in digital media studies.
She had a background in a range of
artistic forms like drawing, music
production and painting, and talked
about her current interests as being in
digital strategy in branding and
marketing. Her placement was at a
design consultancy and branding
agency called Signal that focused on
serving high profile corporate clients.

This research was generously supported
through grants from the Hive Digital
Media and Learning Fund in the New
York Community Trust, the Spencer
Foundation, and Capital One Investing for
Good.

the things that I want to do. I want to focus more on what SOW's
doing, and what we've been talking about the whole time. I want
to focus more on building a community for people of color. So,
that's not really possible in a space like this, 'cause it's like,
client-based. And a lot of those clients are companies that are
predominantly white.
So, while this work is still important, and it's cool to do, and it's
nice to see ... 'cause who knows. I might end up collaborating with,
or encouraging these companies to do something different, like
SOW's doing, that's not ... my voice and the work that I want to do
is not for them. So I don't want to do work for them.”

Unanticipated Conclusion:
Workplace limitations, in this case a
perceived lack of equity orientation in
the company’s business model, can
contribute to positive outcomes, in
this case productive specification of
future professional goals and
aspirations. Data suggest that this
outcome is contingent on a young
person having sufficient sense-making
supports.

• “Safety” of early workplace
settings for youth of color is
relational and contextual, rather
than objective.
• Characteristics that might qualify
a workplace setting as in some
ways “unsafe” can be leveraged
towards productive learning
outcomes if additional sensemaking supports are provided.
• ”Vetting” of workplace learning
sites has limits when done in
isolation of understanding the
context in which non-dominant
youth will take up an opportunity.
• ”Safety” of an early workplace
setting is especially important to
consider if youth of color will not
be receiving external sensemaking support after the
opportunity is brokered.
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